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Abstract

The existence of a dense linear manifold of holomorphic functions on a Jordan domain

having except for zero maximal cluster set along any curve tending to the boundary with

nontotal oscillation value set is shown.
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1. Introduction and notation

Throughout this paper, we will use the following standard notations: N is the set
of positive integers, C is the complex plane, D :¼ fzAC: jzjo1g is the open unit disk,

Bða; rÞ ð %Bða; rÞÞ is the euclidean open (closed, resp.) ball with center aAC and radius
r40: Moreover, if G is a domain (:¼ connected, nonempty open subset) of C; then
HðGÞ will stand for the space of holomorphic functions on G: It becomes a
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completely metrizable space (hence a Baire space) when it is endowed with the

compact open topology (see [11, p. 238–239]). Finally, if A is a subset of C then %A

denotes its closure in C while @A denotes its boundary in the extended complex plane
CN :¼ C,fNg: In particular, T will stand for the unit circle @D:

A well-known interpolation theorem due to Weierstrass (see [14, Chapter 15])

asserts that if a domain GCC; a sequence fangNn¼1CG with no limit points in G—i.e.,

tending to the boundary—and a sequence fwngNn¼1CC are prescribed, then there

exists a function fAHðGÞ such that f ðanÞ ¼ wn for all nAN: In particular, if we

choose as fwngNn¼1 an enumeration of the complex numbers having rational real and

imaginary parts then a function fAHðGÞ with ff ðanÞ : nANg dense in C is obtained.
Since a dense set with finitely many points deleted continues to be a dense set, we get

a function fAHðGÞ with maximal cluster set along the set fangNn¼1; in the sense

expressed in the following paragraph. Note also that, equivalently, the density of
f ðAÞ for some fAHðGÞ can be achieved for every fixed nonrelatively compact subset
A of G:

Assume that G is a domain in C; that F : G-C is a function defined on G and that
A is a subset of G: The cluster set of F along A is defined as the set

CAðFÞ ¼ fwAC : there exists a sequence fzngNn¼1CA tending to

some point of @G such that limn-N FðznÞ ¼ wg:

It is clear that CAðFÞ is always closed and that if CAðFÞa| then A is not relatively
compact in G: The reader is referred to [5,13] for surveys of results about cluster sets.
If t0A@G then the cluster set of F along A at t0 is defined as

CAðF ; t0Þ ¼ fwAC : there exists a sequence fzngNn¼1CA tending to t0

such that limn-N FðznÞ ¼ wg:
Again, CAðF ; t0Þ is always closed. In addition,

CAðFÞ ¼
[

tA@G

CAðF ; tÞ:

If A ¼ G then the subscript ‘‘A’’ is often deleted and the expression ‘‘along A’’ is
dropped.

It is an interesting problem to obtain holomorphic functions with maximal cluster
sets, that is, with cluster sets equal to C: In [1] it is shown that the functions fAHðGÞ
having maximal cluster set at every boundary point form a residual subset (i.e. its
complement is of first category) in HðGÞ; while in [2] it is proved that for a prescribed

nonrelatively compact subset ACG the set ffAHðGÞ: f ðAÞ ¼ Cg is residual in
HðGÞ; from which it is easy to conclude that for A as before there exists a residual
subset of HðGÞ all of whose functions have maximal cluster set along A: An
important special instance is that of a curve in G tending to the boundary, i.e., a
continuous map g : ½0; 1Þ-G such that limu-1	 gðuÞ ¼ o :¼ the infinity point of the
one-point compactification of G or, equivalently, such that for each compact set
KCG there is u0 ¼ u0ðKÞA½0; 1Þ with gðuÞAG\K for all u4u0 (in particular if G ¼ D

then g tends to the boundary if and only if limu-1	 jgðuÞj ¼ 1). By abuse of language
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we sometimes identify g ¼ gð½0; 1ÞÞ: From the above-mentioned result of [2] and from
the fact that a countable intersection of residual subsets is again residual (so dense)
one can extract that if G is a given countable family of curves in G tending to the
boundary then there is a dense subset MCHðGÞ such that Cgðf Þ is maximal for all

fAM and all gAG:
In this paper, we obtain that at least for each Jordan domain there exists a dense

linear manifold of holomorphic functions having—except for zero—maximal cluster
set along any curve tending to the boundary with nontotal oscillation value set.
Hence, we can say that the set of functions with such approximation property is large
not only topologically but also algebraically.

2. The main result

By a Jordan domain we mean a domain in C whose boundary in CN is a
topological image of the unit circle T: If GCC is a domain and ACG is nonrelatively
compact then its oscillation value set is the (nonempty) set

Osc ðAÞ ¼ ftA@G : there exists a sequence fzngNn¼1CA

with limn-N zn ¼ tg:

We are now ready to state our main result.

Theorem 2.1. Let G be a Jordan domain. Then there is a dense linear manifold D in

HðGÞ such that for every fAD; except for zero, and every curve gCG tending to the

boundary with Osc ðgÞa@G we have Cgðf Þ ¼ C: In particular, f ðgÞ is dense in C for

each pair f ; g as before.

Proof. By the Osgood–Carathéodory theorem (see [9]) there exists an home-

omorphism j from the CN-closure of G onto D whose restriction on G

is a holomorphic isomorphism from G onto D: Then if D were the dense
linear manifold obtained for HðDÞ then the set D1 :¼ ff 3j: fADg would
be the desired linear manifold in HðGÞ: This is easy. Suffice it to say that:
the (right) composition operator Cjf ¼ f 3j is linear; for every compact subset

KCG the image jðKÞ is a compact subset of D and for every curve gCG tending
to the boundary @G with OscðgÞa@G we have that jðgÞCD is also a curve
tending to the boundary @D with OscðjðgÞÞa@D: The remaining details are left to
the reader.

Hence, we may suppose that G ¼ D from now on. Assume that fP�
ng

N

n¼1

is a countable dense subset of HðDÞ (for instance, an enumeration of the
holomorphic polynomials having coefficients with rational real and imaginary

parts). Then we consider a sequence fPngNn¼1 where each P�
n occurs infinitely many

times. We also fix two sequences frng; fsng of positive real numbers satisfying
r1os1or2os2o?ornosno? and limn-N rn ¼ 1 ¼ limn-N sn: Let us divide N

into infinitely many strictly increasing sequences fpðn; jÞ: j ¼ 1; 2;yg ðnANÞ: For
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fixed nAN we consider the set FnCD given by the disjoint union

Fn ¼ %B 0;
n

n þ 1

� �
,

[N
j¼JðnÞ

Kj ;

where JðnÞ :¼ minfjAN: rj4 n
nþ1

g and each Kj is the spiral compact set

Kj ¼ rj þ
sj 	 rj

4p
y

� �
expðiyÞ: yA½0; 4p�

n o
:

Observe that each Kj has connected complement and that the sequence fKjgNj¼1 goes

to T: Note also that every Fn is closed in D: By DN we will denote the one-point
compactification of D; whereas o will stand for its infinity point. A simple glance
reveals that DN\Fn is connected (indeed, D\Fn is connected and D\FnCDN\FnC the
closure in DN of D\Fn) and locally connected at o (by a similar reason). In addition,
Fn satisfies the following property: For every compact subset KCD there exists a

neighbourhood V of o in DN such that no component of the interior F 0
n of Fn

intersects both K and V ; indeed, F 0
n ¼ Bð0; n

nþ1Þ and for any K we can choose V :¼
fog,f n

nþ1
ojzjo1g: Under these three topological conditions the Nersesjan theorem

(see [12] or [7]) asserts the existence of a function fnAHðDÞ approaching a given

continuous function gn : Fn-C with gn holomorphic in F0
n within a prescribed error

function (=continuous positive function on Fn) eðzÞ: Let fqjgNj¼1 be any fixed dense

sequence in C: If we select eðzÞ :¼ 1	jzj
n

then we obtain

jfnðzÞ 	 gnðzÞjo
1	 jzj

n
ðzAFnÞ; ð1Þ

where gn : Fn-C is the function defined as

gnðzÞ ¼
PnðzÞ if zA %B 0;

n

n þ 1

� �
;

qj if zAKpðn;jÞ and pðn; jÞXJðnÞ;
0 if zAKpðk;jÞ ðkanÞ and pðk; jÞXJðnÞ:

8>>><
>>>:

Observe that, trivially, gn is continuous on Fn and holomorphic in F0
n ; so Nersesjan’s

theorem applies properly.
Let us define D as the linear span

D ¼ span ffn: nANg:

Of course, D is a linear submanifold of HðDÞ; and D is dense because ffngNn¼1 is.

Indeed, from (1) we have that

jfnðzÞ 	 PnðzÞjo
1

n
for all zA %B 0;

n

n þ 1

� �
:

Then if we fix a function P�
m there exists a sequence n1on2o? with Pnj

¼ P�
m for all

jAN: Now if KCD is compact then there is j0AN such that KC %Bð0; nj

njþ1
Þ for every
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j4j0: Therefore

jfnj
ðzÞ 	 P�

mðzÞjo
1

nj

for all zAK and all j4j0;

so fnj
-P�

m ðj-NÞ uniformly on compact in HðDÞ:Hence, the closure of ffn: nANg
in HðDÞ contains the dense set fP�

m: mANg; which proves the density of ffngNn¼1:
It remains to show that for every prescribed curve gCG as in the hypothesis and

for every function fAD\f0g we have Cgðf Þ ¼ C: Note that for such function f there

exist NAN and complex scalars l1;y; lN such that lNa0 and f ¼ l1f1 þ?þ
lN fN : Since Osc ðgÞaT and g should escape towards T; this curve must intersect all
spirals Kj except finitely many of them; indeed, if this were not the case then the

shape of Kjs together with the continuity of g would force g to make infinitely many

windings around the origin while approaching T; which would contradict the
hypothesis Osc ðgÞaT: Therefore, there exists j0AN such that pðk; j0ÞXJðNÞ ðk ¼
1;y;NÞ and g-KpðN;jÞa| ðjXj0Þ: Choose points zjAg-KpðN;jÞ ðjXj0Þ: Then by (1)

we obtain, for every jXj0;

jfNðzjÞ 	 qjj ¼ jfNðzjÞ 	 gNðzjÞjo
1	 jzjj

N
p1	 jzjjp1	 rj

and

jfnðzjÞj ¼ jfnðzjÞ 	 gnðzjÞjo
1	 jzjj

n
p1	 rj ðn ¼ 1;y;N 	 1Þ:

Hence we get

jf ðzjÞ 	 lNqjj ¼ jl1f1ðzjÞ þ?þ lN fNðzjÞ 	 lNqjj

p jlN j  jfNðzjÞ 	 qjj þ
XN	1

n¼1

jlnfnðzjÞj

o
XN

n¼1

jlnj
 !

ð1	 rjÞ-0 ðj-NÞ:

But since lNa0 the sequence flNqj: jANg is dense in C; so for given aAC there is a

sequence fj1oj2o?gCN with lNqjk-a as k-N: Now we can select a sequence

fkð1Þokð2Þo?gCN and a point tAT with wl :¼ zjkðlÞ-t ðl-NÞ: Then fwlgNl¼1Cg
and f ðwlÞ ¼ f ðwlÞ 	 lNqjkðlÞ þ lNqjkðlÞ-a ðl-NÞ; so aACgðf Þ: In other words,

Cgðf Þ ¼ C; as required. &

In view of Theorem 2.1, two natural questions arise, namely

(a) Is it possible to replace the arbitrary curve g to an arbitrary sequencefzngNn¼1

tending to the boundary (even with Osc ðfzngNn¼1Þa@G)? The elementary

Proposition 2.2 below answers this question in the negative.
(b) It is clear that a similar result to Theorem 2.1 cannot hold if one desires that f

belongs to a subspace of bounded functions. But even without this boundedness
restriction the statement may be false. For instance, if f is in the Hardy space Hp
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(see below) of the unit disk then Fatou’s theorem asserts that the radial limit

limr-1	 f ðreiyÞ exists and is finite for all yAA; where A ¼ Af is a subset of ½0; 2p�
such that the Lebesgue measure of ½0; 2p�\A is zero, see [6]. Therefore Cgðf Þ is a
singleton for each radial curve g ¼ freiy: rA½0; 1Þg ðyAAÞ: Nevertheless, making
a link to a motivating result mentioned in Section 1, we could ask whether at
least for a prescribed countable family of curves in D tending to T the assertion
of Theorem 2.1 holds in Hp: Theorem 2.5 below will provide this time a positive
answer, even without the restriction Osc ðgÞaT:

Proposition 2.2. If GCC is a bounded domain and fAHðGÞ then there are a

point tA@G; a value aAC and a sequence fzngNn¼1CG tending to t such that

limn-N f ðznÞ ¼ a:

Proof. If f has infinitely many zeros then the result follows from the Analytic
Continuation Principle. Suppose now that f has finitely many zeros. Define g ¼ f =P;
where P � 1 if f has no zeros whereas PðzÞ � ðz 	 a1Þ?ðz 	 apÞ if a1;y; ap are the

zeros of f ; counting according their multiplicities. Then g is in HðGÞ and has no

zeros. Let us fix a sequence fKngNn¼1 of compact subsets of G which is exhaustive, in

the sense that its union is G and KnCK0
nþ1 ðnANÞ:Without loss of generality, we can

suppose K0
1a|: Choose any point aAK0

1 ; so aAK0
n for all n: Since g has no zeros, the

Minimum Modulus Principle tells us that the minimum of jgj on Kn is attained at
some point anA@Kn; therefore jgðanÞjpjgðaÞj: Then

jf ðanÞj ¼ jPðanÞj  jgðanÞjpM :¼ jgðaÞj  sup
zAG

jPðzÞj ðnANÞ;

where M is finite because G is bounded. Summarizing, we have obtained a sequence

fangNn¼1CG such that ff ðanÞgNn¼1 is bounded. But the exhaustivity property of

fKngNn¼1 implies that for a given compact set KCG there is n0AN with KCKn0 ; so

fan: n4n0g-K ¼ |; whence the compactness of %G leads us up to a point tA@G with

bn-t ðn-NÞ for some subsequence fbngNn¼1 of fangNn¼1: Finally, the boundedness of

ff ðbnÞgNn¼1 guarantees that f ðznÞ-a ðn-NÞ for some aAC and some subsequence

fzngNn¼1 of fbngNn¼1: &

Recall that a sequence Tn : X-Y ðnANÞ of continuous linear mappings between
two topological vector spaces X ; Y is called universal or hypercyclic whenever there

exists a vector xAX—called universal for fTngNn¼1—whose orbit fTnx: nANg is

dense in Y : By UðfTngÞ we will denote the set of such universal vectors. If this set is

dense in Y then we say that fTngNn¼1 is densely universal. See [8] for an excellent

survey (updated till 1998) about concepts, history and results related to this topic.
The following auxiliary result can be found in [3, Theorem 3.1].

Lemma 2.3. Assume that X ;Y are metrizable topological vector spaces and that X is

Baire and separable. Suppose that, for each kAN; T
ðkÞ
n : X-Y ðnANÞ is a sequence of

continuous linear mappings between X and Y. Assume that for every k and every
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sequence fn1on2o?gCN the sequence fT
ðkÞ
nj gNj¼1 is densely universal. Then there

exists a dense linear manifold MCX such that

M\f0gC
\

kAN

UðfT ðkÞ
n gÞ:

If 0opoN then the Hardy space Hp is the class of functions

fAHðDÞ for which jjf jjp :¼ sup
0oro1

Z 2p

0

jf ðreiyÞjp dy
2p

� �1=p

oN:

It becomes a Banach space for 1ppoN when endowed with the norm jjf jjp: In the

1980s Bourdon and Shapiro were able to prove that for p ¼ 2 there is a residual
subset of functions fAHp for which the orbit ff 3cn: nANg is dense in Hp; where cn

is the nth-iterate of an automorphism c of D without fixed points in D (see [4,15,
Chapter 7], where many results of this kind can be found). Their proof equally works
for 1ppoN because it is ultimately based on the facts that except for perhaps one
point of T the sequence cnðzÞ tends to a constant value aAT and that for every beD

the collection Zb of polynomials vanishing at b is dense in Hp; which in turn is a

consequence of Beurling’s approximation theorem, see [6, p. 113–114]. Now we

denote by ja ðaADÞ the automorphism of D given by jaðzÞ ¼ zþa
1þ %az

: Observe that

S	1
ja

¼ Sj	a
; where Sj denotes the composition operator on Hp generated by a

holomorphic self-mapping j : D-D; that is, Sjf ¼ f 3j for all fAHp: It is a

straightforward exercise to check that if fangNn¼1CD and an-aAT then

jan
ðtÞ-a ðn-NÞ for every tAT\f	ag: Hence, in this case, we obtain for all

fAZa that ððf 3jan
ÞðtÞÞn converges to f ðaÞ ¼ 0 at almost every point t of T; and the

Bounded Convergence Lebesgue Theorem guarantees that Sjan
f-0 in Hp ðn-NÞ

for every fAZa: Similarly, Sj	an
f-0 for every fAZ	a in the same way. On the other

hand, recall that both Za and Z	a are dense in Hp: Thus, the Hypercyclicity
Criterion (see [8] or [15]) applies. This has been a sketch of the proof of the following
extension of Bourdon–Shapiro’s result.

Lemma 2.4. Let be prescribed a number pA½1;NÞ and a sequence fangNn¼1CD tending

to a boundary point. Then the functions fAHp for which the orbit ff 3jan
: nANg is

dense in Hp form a residual subset.

With the help of the latter two lemmas we can conclude this section by proving the
following theorem. We remark that since Hp-convergence is stronger than local
uniform convergence, the manifold D obtained below becomes dense also in HðDÞ:

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that pA½1;NÞ and that G is a countable collection of curves in

D tending to the boundary. Then there is a dense linear manifold D in Hp such that

Cgðf Þ ¼ C for every fAD\f0g and every gAG:
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Proof. Since G is countable, we can write G ¼ fgk: kANg where each gk is a curve in

D tending to T; whence for every k we can pick a sequence fa
ðkÞ
n : nANgCgk tending

to some point akAT: If fn1on2o?gCN then we have also that a
ðkÞ
nj -ak as j-N:

Thus, by Lemma 2.4 the functions fAHp for which the orbit ff 3j
a
ðkÞ
nj

: jANg is dense

in Hp form a residual (so dense) subset of Hp for every kAN: In other words, each

sequence fT
ðkÞ
nj gNj¼1 ðkANÞ is densely universal, where T

ðkÞ
n denotes the composition

operator fAHp/f 3j
a
ðkÞ
n
AHp: But X :¼ Hp ¼: Y is a Baire metrizable separable

topological vector space, hence Lemma 2.3 yields the existence of a dense linear

manifold DCHp such that D\f0gC
T

kAN UðfT
ðkÞ
n gÞ:

Finally, take a function fAD\f0g and a curve g ¼ gkAG: Then fAUðfT
ðkÞ
n gÞ;

which implies that ff 3j
a
ðkÞ
n
: nANg is dense in Hp; so in HðDÞ: In particular, the set

fðf 3j
a
ðkÞ
n
Þð0Þ: nANg ¼ ff ðaðkÞ

n Þ: nANg is dense in fgð0Þ: gAHðDÞg ¼ C: But

fa
ðkÞ
n : nANgCg and a

ðkÞ
n -akAT; so CCCgðf Þ and we are done. &

3. Final remarks

1. An important special case in the framework of the cluster sets is the radial one. If
G ¼ D; t0A@D and A ¼ fu t0: uA½0; 1Þg then we call radial cluster set at t0 to
CRðF ; t0Þ :¼ CAðFÞ ¼ CAðF ; t0Þ: Tenthoff has recently constructed (see [16,

Kapitel 3]) a dense set of functions fAHðDÞ satisfying the following property:
For every t0AT; every compact subset KCD with connected complement and

every continuous function g : K-C with gAHðK0Þ; there exists a sequence of
functions tn : K-fu t0: uA½0; 1Þg—not necessarily holomorphic nor continu-
ous—such that limn-N tnðzÞ ¼ t0 for all zAK and f 3tn-g uniformly on K : If we
choose specially K ¼ f0g then it is derived the following particular case of
Theorem 2.1: There is a dense set of functions fAHðDÞ all of whose radial cluster
sets CRðf ; t0Þ are maximal.

2. In connection with the last remark the following question arises: Is the set
ffAHðDÞ: CRðf ; t0Þ ¼ C for all t0ATg residual in HðDÞ? We do not know the

answer, but we are able at least to show the next result: The set
ffAHðDÞ: CRðf ; t0Þ ¼ C for all t0 belonging to some residual set A ¼ Af CTg
is residual in HðDÞ: Indeed, by [1] the functions fAHðDÞ with maximal cluster set
Cðf ; t0Þ at any t0AT is residual, and by Collingwood’s maximality theorem (see [5,
Theorem 4.8]) if F : D-C is continuous, g is a curve in D terminating at 1 (in
particular, g can be the radius ½0; 1ÞÞ and gt :¼ t  g ðtATÞ then Cgt

ðF ; tÞ ¼ CðF ; tÞ
on a residual set (depending on F ) of points t on T:

3. Proposition 2.2 showed that at least for a bounded domain GCC; there is no

function in HðGÞ with maximal cluster set along any sequence fzngNn¼1CG tending

to the boundary @G: However, if we drop the amount of sequences fzngNn¼1 then it

is possible to get a positive result. Given ACC; we denote by A0 the set of its
accumulation points in CN:
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Proposition 3.1. Let A be a nonrelatively compact subset of a domain GCC: Then

the set

M :¼ ffAHðGÞ: CAðf ; tÞ ¼ C for all tAA0-@Gg
is residual in HðGÞ:

Proof. Let ftkgNk¼1 be a countable dense subset of A0-@G: For each k; we choose a

sequence fa
ðkÞ
n gNn¼1CA with a

ðkÞ
n -tk (n-N). By [2], it is known that the sets

ffAHðGÞ: Cfa
ðkÞ
n : nANgðf ; tkÞ ¼ Cg ðkANÞ are residual, hence by Baire’s theorem

D :¼
\

kAN

ffAHðGÞ: Cfa
ðkÞ
n : nANgðf ; tkÞ ¼ Cg

is residual.
Let fAD and tAA0-@G: If we prove that CAðf ; tÞ ¼ C; then we would have fAM:

Thus, DCM and M would be residual.

Let fwngNn¼1 be a countable dense subset of C: By induction, we can construct an

increasing sequence fmngNn¼1CN such that

jf ðaðkÞ
mn
Þ 	 wnjo

1

n
ðk ¼ 1;y; n; nANÞ: ð2Þ

Fix a value wAC: There is an increasing sequence fingNn¼1CN with

jwin 	 wjo1

n
ðnANÞ: ð3Þ

The point t is an accumulation point of the set

faðkÞ
min

: k ¼ 1;y; in; nANg

and there exist an increasing sequence fjðnÞgNn¼1CN and a sequence

fkngNn¼1; 1pknpijðnÞ; such that

aðknÞ
mijðnÞ

-t ðn-NÞ:

Moreover, by (2) and (3),

jf ðaðknÞ
mijðnÞ

Þ 	 wjp jf ðaðknÞ
mijðnÞ

Þ 	 wijðnÞ j þ jwijðnÞ 	 wj

o
1

ijðnÞ
þ 1

jðnÞ-0 ðn-NÞ:

Hence wACAðf ; tÞ and CAðf ; tÞ ¼ C for any tAA0-@G: The proof is finished. &

Observe that if in particular we consider as A the union of the sets of points of

countably many prescribed sequences fa
ðkÞ
n gNn¼1CG ðkANÞ with a

ðkÞ
n -tk ðn-NÞ;

where ftkgNk¼1 is a countable dense subset of @G; we obtain (from the proof) a

residual set of functions in HðGÞ with maximal cluster set along fa
ðkÞ
n gNn¼1 at

tk ðkANÞ and with maximal cluster set along fa
ðkÞ
n : n; kANg also at the rest of the

points tA@G: This statement raises the following open problem: Assume that for each
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point tA@G we fix a sequence fa
ðtÞ
n gNn¼1CG with a

ðtÞ
n -t ðn-NÞ: Is there any function

fAHðGÞ with maximal cluster set along fa
ðtÞ
n gNn¼1 for any tA@G ?

4. In view of Theorem 2.1, it is natural to wonder whether there is an entire
function F : C-C such that CgðFÞ is maximal for every curve g tending to N:
This is false. In fact, every nonconstant entire function F satisfies
limz-N

zAg
FðzÞ ¼ N along at least one curve g-N; see [10, p. 159–161].
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